Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency serves as a prototype of the many human enzyme deficiencies that are now known. Since its discovery more than 50 years ago, the high prevalence of the defect and the easy accessibility of the cells that manifest it have made it a favorite tool of biochemists, epidemiologists, geneticists, and molecular biologists as well as clinicians. In this brief historical review, we trace the discovery of this defect, its clinical manifestations, detection, population genetics, and molecular biology. (Blood. 2008;111:16-24)
Introduction
The red blood cell has occupied a unique position in the study of human biology. Biochemists and cell biologists can readily purify 35 to 50 billion of these remarkably uniform cells from a single 10-cc blood sample. The fact that red cells are less complex than most other cells also has its advantages, and the study of red cells has been at the forefront of physiology, biochemistry, and even molecular biology (although the DNA must come from the white cells that were once discarded in the study of erythrocytes). The suitability of the red cell for study explains in part the fact that the hematologist has had the privilege of being at the vanguard of modern science for the past half century. Fifty years ago 3 enzyme deficiencies that produce disease in humans had been identified, all in human erythrocytes. These enzymes were catalase, 1 galactose-1-phosphate uridyltransferase, 2 and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD). 3 Although each of these deficiencies was discovered in red blood cells, only G6PD deficiency produces a hematologic disorder, namely hemolytic anemia, and it was as a result of investigation of hemolytic anemia that brought this common enzymatic deficiency to light. In 1973 it was estimated that 300 000 000 people worldwide were G6PD deficient. 4 Whatever the actual number was then, it is greater now. But one must beware of hyperbole in such matters. The number of affected individuals is large, but fortunately the clinical penetrance is exceedingly low.
Early history
G6PD deficiency was discovered as an outgrowth of an investigation of hemolytic anemia occurring in some individuals treated for malaria with 6-methoxy-8-aminoquinoline drugs. Cordes 5 reported the occurrence of acute hemolysis in such patients in 1926, but 3 decades passed before the mechanism of hemolysis could be understood. The discoveries that led to the recognition of G6PD deficiency were the result of several convergent events. First, the biochemical pathways through which red cells metabolize sugar were painstakingly unraveled by giants such as Warburg, Embden, and Meyerhof (reviewed in Beutler 6 ). The tools available then seem incredibly primitive today, but by 1950, virtually every step in red cell glycolysis was established, an awesome intellectual accomplishment. Second, the development of isotopic methods permitting the accurate estimation of red blood cell survival was essential. Although in 1919 Ashby 7 had published her innovative method of measuring red cell survival by counting the inagglutinable cells, this method was too cumbersome and not sufficiently precise to have allowed solution of the problem. It was the 51 Cr method of labeling erythrocytes, first devised by Sterling and Gray 8 to measure the red cell mass and subsequently adapted for measuring red cell survival, 9 that set the stage for the studies that had to be performed. And finally, the circumstances surrounding World War II and the Korean War had created the necessity for the development of new, synthetic antimalarial drugs. The funding required to carry out the studies materialized from the United States Army.
It is worth noting that the clinical investigations needed to understand why 8-amino quinoline antimalarials cause hemolysis could not have been carried out without the participation of prisoner volunteers serving sentences in the Illinois State Penitentiary at Joliet. Contrary to common current belief of how research was conducted in the days before Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), these men were volunteers in the true sense of the word. There was no coercion, and all signed informed consents that spelled out in detail what was to be done. Today such studies could not be performed. If the idea that it was improper to study prisoner volunteers had been in vogue then as it is now, these men would have been deprived of making a contribution to society, and the discoveries that were to be made would have been held back for years. The discovery of G6PD deficiency is a clear example of how clinical studies carried out on prisoner volunteers can benefit society and save lives without harm to anyone.
Primaquine sensitivity is due to an intrinsic defect of the erythrocyte
The initial question that needed to be answered was straightforward. When normal volunteers were given 30 mg of primaquine daily, some developed acute hemolytic anemia; most did not. Did those who developed hemolytic anemia metabolize this 6-methoxy-8-amino quinoline antimalarial drug differently, or did their red cells differ in some manner? The development of the 51 Cr technique made possible an unequivocal answer. When 51 Cr-labeled cells from a primaquine-sensitive subject were transfused into a nonsensitive subject, primaquine administration resulted in rapid destruction of the labeled erythrocytes ( Figure 1A ). But when 51 Cr-labeled cells from a nonsensitive subject were transfused into a primaquine-sensitive subject, they survived normally even when the host's red cells were being rapidly destroyed ( Figure 1B ). These studies established clearly that sensitivity to the hemolytic effect of primaquine was due to an intrinsic defect of the erythrocyte. Further studies established that the hemolytic anemia was self-limited 10 ; not all of the red cells of the primaquinesensitive subjects were destroyed, even if drug administration was continued for weeks. Indeed, the hemoglobin levels of such volunteers returned to normal as they continued to receive the drug. Cohort labeling studies with 59 Fe demonstrated that the older red cells were the ones that were destroyed. Young red cells were resistant to destruction. 11
Primaquine sensitivity is the result of a deficiency of red cell G6PD
But what was the defect that led to primaquine sensitivity? The fact that younger, metabolically more active red cells resisted the assault of the drug suggested the possibility that primaquinesensitive cells had an intrinsic metabolic defect. There were few morphologic changes in the red cells of subjects undergoing primaquine-induced hemolysis, but Heinz bodies could be detected in the circulation before the onset of hemolysis. Heinz bodies can be induced in vitro by compounds such as phenylhydrazine or acetyl phenylhydrazine, and we were able to show that the pattern of in vitro Heinz body formation was quite different in sensitive and nonsensitive subjects (Figure 2 ). 12 This made it possible, for the first time, to detect primaquine sensitivity in vitro. More important, it provided a system in which metabolic inhibitors could be used to attempt to simulate primaquine sensitivity in vitro. The fact that iodoacetate and arsenite caused normal cells to behave like primaquine-sensitive cells 13 focused attention on the sulfhydryl groups of the erythrocyte. The amount of glutathione in the cells 13 was diminished, and the ability of erythrocytes to maintain glutathione levels in the face of an oxidative stress 14, 15 was abnormal. Carson et al 3 then undertook a study of the reduction of glutathione by hemolysates. Fifty years ago nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH; then known as TPNH) was very costly, and therefore an attempt was made to generate the reduced coenzyme in hemolysates from NADP and glucose-6-P through the G6PD reaction. When it was found that hemolysates from primaquine-sensitive men could not utilize glucose-6-phosphate to reduce glutathione, the more expensive NADPH was added as the hydrogen donor. This substrate could reduce glutathione in hemolysates from primaquine-sensitive men, making it apparent that the primary defect was in the glucose-6-P-utilizing enzyme, G6PD.
The mechanism of hemolysis
The appearance of Heinz bodies both in vivo and in vitro in G6PD-deficient cells and their inability to protect their GSH against drug challenge suggested that a major component of the hemolytic process was the inability of the erythrocytes to protect sulfhydryl groups against oxidative damage. Figure 3 illustrates a plausible scenario to explain the sequence of events that leads to damage of sulfhydryls in G6PD-deficient red cells. However, it has been shown that in mice, targeted disruption of the gene encoding glutathione peroxidase has little effect on oxidation of hemoglobin of murine cells challenged with peroxides. 16 If the murine model reflects what occurs in man, then different pathways requiring glutathione, such as the thioredoxin reaction, might also be involved.
The clinical spectrum of G6PD deficiency is broader than merely causing sensitivity to hemolysis by primaquine
Drug-induced hemolysis
It was obvious from the beginning that subjects sensitive to the hemolytic effect of primaquine were sensitive to some other drugs as well. After all, it had been known since Cordes's original publication 5 that other 6-methoxy 8-amino quinoline antimalarials were hemolytic in some individuals. But the spectrum of drugs that caused hemolysis was much broader than had been anticipated. Transfusing labeled red cells from a few primaquine-sensitive donors into a larger number of nonsensitive recipients and then challenging the sensitive cells with a variety of drugs made it possible to quantitate the extent to which each drug produced For personal use only. on October 14, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From hemolysis 17 ( Figure 4 ). Not only 8-aminoquinoline antimalarials but also other drugs, including sulfanilamide, acetanilid, and some sulfones, proved to be hemolytic. Using the same approach, these results were confirmed, and still other drugs also were clearly implicated. [18] [19] [20] However, there was soon considerable confusion regarding which drugs actually produced hemolytic anemia in G6PD-deficient persons. It was not initially recognized that G6PD-deficient persons sometimes developed hemolytic anemia when suffering from a febrile infection. It was simply assumed that the hemolysis that occurred in such persons was due to a drug that they had ingested. Accordingly, a careful drug history was taken, and some or all of the drugs to which they had been exposed were added to the list of proscribed substances. In addition, drugs that were shown to have a minor effect on red cell survival when given in large doses, such as aspirin, were listed. Table 1 lists drugs that have been shown to be capable of producing clinically significant hemolytic anemia in doses that are normally used. Table 2 indicates which drugs can be given safely to most patients with G6PD deficiency.
Infection-induced hemolysis
The role of infection, as noted in the previous paragraph, was not recognized immediately, but became apparent as clinical observations were made on G6PD-deficient patients who had not ingested any drugs. Indeed, a decade after the discovery of G6PD deficiency as the cause of drug-induced hemolysis, a survey of 73 episodes of hemolysis in a hospital in New York City suggested that infection was the most common precipitating factor of hemolytic anemia among G6PD-deficient patients. 21 
Favism
Ingesting fava beans has been known since antiquity to induce hemolytic anemia in some individuals. Pythagoras, the mathematician/philosopher who lived in the fifth century BCE, warned his disciples not to eat beans. An often-repeated story, very likely apocryphal, states that as he was being pursued by his enemies, Pythagoras halted at the edge of a field of beans saying that he would rather be taken than to enter the field. And so he met his fate. 22 All patients with favism are G6PD deficient, but many G6PD-deficient individuals can eat fava beans with impunity. Thus, the deficiency is a necessary but not sufficient cause of hemolysis. It has been suggested that the glycosides divicine and isouramil are the components of the bean responsible for a hemolysis, 23 but there is no rigorous proof that this is the case, and the additional factor that makes a minority of G6PD-deficient individuals develop hemolysis when they ingest the bean is still unknown, although it is probably inherited. 24 
Hereditary nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia
Another manifestation of G6PD deficiency was found to be hereditary nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia. This syndrome, first delineated by William Crosby in 1950 25 was of unknown origin. It was somewhat of a surprise then, when Newton and Bass 26 discovered that a 4-year-old Italian boy with this syndrome was G6PD deficient. It subsequently became apparent that some patients with hereditary nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia had a subset of G6PD variants that were functionally much more severe than the polymorphic mutations that had been studied until then. 
Neonatal jaundice
The clinical consequences of drug-induced hemolysis, favism, or chronic nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia, are usually not devastating. All of these disorders can occasionally be serious. In the days before transfusion, favism was associated with a mortality rate of some 8% in children, 27 but nowadays deaths from favism are extremely rare. The most serious consequence of G6PD deficiency is not any of the aforementioned disorders, but rather neonatal jaundice, which may lead to kernicterus. Quite understandably, it is commonly believed that this is a consequence of hemolysis, but in reality the hemoglobin level and reticulocyte count of the infants are generally normal, and using modern techniques it is been shown that there is only a modest and inconsistent shortening of red cell lifespan, which may contribute to a limited extent to the jaundice. 28 The principal cause of neonatal icterus in G6PD-deficient infants is the inability of the liver to adequately conjugate bilirubin. This problem is compounded when the infant also inherits the UDP glucuronosyl transferase promoter polymorphism that is associated with Gilbert disease. 29 Further details concerning most of these drugs may be found in Beutler. 65, 66 G6PD
G6PD deficiency is X-linked and spawned the X-inactivation hypothesis
G6PD deficiency was first discovered in African-American subjects, and the fact that it seemed to be limited to one ethnic group made it seem likely that it had a genetic basis. The development of the glutathione stability test made possible testing of this hypothesis, and soon it was shown that transmission was generally from mother to son. 30 While rarely father-to-son transmission seemed to occur, such a pattern was sufficiently unusual that it was consistent with the idea that, since the defect was common, the father just happened to be affected but had not actually transmitted the genetic defect. Thus, it became apparent that G6PD deficiency was an X-linked disorder. But the family studies also raised an interesting question. While the putative heterozygotes often seemed to have intermediate degrees of glutathione stability, this was by no means always the case. Often the mothers seemed to be normal and sometimes fully affected.
It was at just this time that my friend and colleague, the late great biologist Susumu Ohno, had discovered that the 2 Xchromosomes of female mammals differed. One was condensed and formed the Barr chromatin body, while the other appeared the same as the autosomes. 31 Ohno's finding suggested to me that the reason that females had no more G6PD than males might be that only one of the 2 X-chromosomes was active ( Figure 5 ). The pattern of inheritance suggested that it could not always be either the maternally derived or paternally derived X-chromosome that was inactivated, and that inactivation must occur early in embryogenesis, presumably when the Barr chromatin body (representing the condensed X-chromosome) appeared. We were able to show that female heterozygotes for G6PD deficiency had 2 red cell populations, normal cells and deficient cells, as would be predicted if only one of the 2 X-chromosomes was active in each precursor. 32, 33 Based on Ohno's observations, the same hypothesis was developed independently by Lyon, based on X-linked mutant mouse coat color genes. 34 X-activation is not only important biologically, and perhaps the first example of epigenetic modification of a group of genes, but it has been useful also in defining clonal characteristic of certain hematologic disorders such as polycythemia vera, 35 paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria, 36 and chronic granulocytic leukemia. 37 
The detection of G6PD deficiency
The Heinz body test (Figure 2 ) and the glutathione stability test distinguished, with some reliability, G6PD-deficient from normal individuals. But these tests were indirect. The Heinz body test, in particular, needed to be carried out under carefully controlled conditions with respect to oxygenation, and neither was simple to perform. Assaying G6PD by measuring the reduction of NADP to NADPH required an ultraviolet spectophotometer. The development of simple screening tests that could be carried out in the field facilitated population studies, and such tests were useful also for clinical purposes. Motulsky 38 described a procedure in which the reduction of NADPH, invisible to the naked eye, was linked to the reduction of the visible dye brilliant cresyl blue. Subsequently, other simple tests, using as visual endpoints the reduction of substances such as methylene blue, MTT tetrasodium, dichloroindophenol, or methemoglobin, were developed. 39 These tests have been superseded by the fluorescent spot test. 40 In this procedure the reduction of NADPH is observed directly by virtue of its fluorescence, instead of linking the reduced pyridine nucleotide to a dye.
Screening procedures are quite robust in the detection of the fully developed defect in males, but they fall short in the ascertainment of female heterozygotes and in patients with relatively mild forms of G6PD deficiency, such as those with the AϪ variants, who are undergoing hemolysis. The correct diagnosis of patients who have recently undergone hemolysis may be obscured by the large proportion of young cells in the circulation. It has been proposed that harvesting the most dense cells after centrifugation may allow a more accurate diagnosis, 41 but simply waiting for a week or 2 is usually sufficient to establish the correct diagnosis. The ascertainment of females is difficult because their blood contains markedly varying proportions of normal and deficient cells. Diagnostic accuracy is improved by methods in which each red cell acts as an independent metabolic unit, 39 as contrasted with methods in which a hemolysate serves as the sample examined, but there is no biochemical method that is entirely reliable in the detection of heterozygotes. 42 Only DNA analysis serves this purpose.
All G6PD deficiency is not the same
With the development of the glutathione stability test and soon after rapid screening tests 38 for G6PD, it became apparent that this disorder did not only occur exclusively among people of African 
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origin, but also in Southern Europe and the Middle East. Later studies showed that the distribution was even wider. In the 1950s it was not generally appreciated that many different mutations could strike a gene. Thus, it was initially assumed that G6PD deficiency was a single disorder, but the studies of Marks and Gross 43 showed that G6PD deficiency in Mediterranean peoples was much more severe than among African-Americans. With the development of electrophoretic methods for measuring the mobility of the enzyme on starch gel 44 and for studying the kinetic properties of the residual enzyme, 45 much greater heterogeneity became apparent. These methods were standardized by an expert committee convened by the World Health Organization (WHO), and these standard methods were used by most investigators. 46 In a subsequent WHO publication 47 a classification of variants according to severity of the phenotype was introduced: class 1: severe enzyme deficiency with chronic nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia; class 2: severe enzyme deficiency (less than 10% of normal); class 3: moderate-to-mild enzyme deficiency (10%-60% of normal); class 4: very mild or no enzyme deficiency (60%-100% of normal); and class 5: increased enzyme activity (more than twice normal).
There appeared to be 2 types of mutations among Africans: G6PD A, a normally active enzyme with rapid electrophoretic mobility, and G6PD AϪ, an enzyme with the same mobility as G6PD A, but with diminished activity. The enzyme among Mediterranean subjects was designated as G6PD BϪ but subsequently renamed G6PD Mediterranean. But G6PD Mediterranean was by no means the only mutant enzyme found in the Mediterranean region; other enzyme variants such as G6PD Seattle were common as well. In Asia even more heterogeneity was found. By 1988 more than 370 variants had been described. 48 But were they all really different? The methods for differentiating variants from one another were not precise, and there was obviously a professional advantage for an investigator to describe a new variant rather than having rediscovered an old one. Thus, minor differences, due to technical variation, might be the basis of describing the same variant under several different names. Whether this was the case had to await the molecular cloning of G6PD.
The population genetics of G6PD deficiency
The prevalence of G6PD deficiency is very high in some parts of the world. Its distribution is largely tropical and paralleled the distribution of malaria, a disease with high morbidity and mortality, and therefore a powerful selective force in human populations. The hypothesis that this infection was responsible for a balanced polymorphism, maintaining a high frequency of G6PD-deficiency For personal use only. on October 14, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From mutations as a defense against malaria, was examined in numerous epidemiologic studies in Africa and elsewhere. 49, 50 The most convincing evidence for an effect of G6PD deficiency on malarial infections came from ingenious observations made by Luzzatto et al. 51 Since heterozygous females contained in their circulation a mixture of normal and G6PD-deficient cells, it was possible to examine the percentage of each type of cell parasitized in such individuals, and it was shown that the deficient cells were spared in comparison of the normal ones ( Figure 6 ).
The cloning of G6PD and definition of mutations
In the 1960s and 1970s the techniques for sequencing large proteins were developed, and the sequencing of the hemoglobin molecule and "fingerprinting" of many hemoglobin variants provided insight into how many different changes in the amino acid structure of the protein existed. But hemoglobin could be purified from red cells in gram quantities; the situation was quite different for G6PD. Two liters of blood contained only about 30 mg of enzyme protein, 52 about 1/10 000 of the amount of hemoglobin, and one could hardly expect to purify such a small amount with a high yield. Nonetheless, as early as 1967, Yoshida was able to purify and fingerprint G6PD Aϩ and G6PD B and to determine that they differed in a single amino acid substitution of asparagine to aspartic acid. 53 Obtaining the entire sequence of the enzyme by protein sequences eluded even this master protein chemist, however. Fifteen years later, at the dawn of the time when determining the sequence of a protein by examining DNA was more facile than protein sequencing, the sequence data 54 that were available bore little relationship to the sequence of the protein as we now know it. Nonetheless, using this partial, and largely inaccurate, sequence, Persico et al 55 succeeded in isolating cDNA clones of G6PD and thereby in deducing its primary structure. This achievement opened the door to understanding the polymorphisms of the G6PD gene in a much more precise fashion than had been possible when differentiation of variants depended on enzyme kinetics, heat stability, and electrophoretic mobility.
It was possible to show quite rapidly that Yoshida's deduction that G6PD A was a result of a substitution of aspartic acid for asparagine had been quite correct. Interestingly, it became apparent that G6PD AϪ is not a single variant but a group of variants that had in common the same mutation as G6PD Aϩ, together with one additional mutation, usually c.202 G3A (V68M). 56 
Modern structural studies
Conventional protein biochemical methods had shown that G6PD was composed of identical subunits 53 kDa in size and that it For personal use only. on October 14, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From existed as monomers, dimers, and tetramers. 57 It also had been demonstrated that association of these subunits was NADP dependent. 58, 59 It was possible to create hybrid G6PD molecules by dissociating subunits by removing NADP, mixing the monomers that formed, and reassociating them by adding NADP. 60 The finding that 4 moles of NADP were very tightly bound to the enzyme tetramer and that there was, in addition, more loosely bound NADP gave rise to the concept that there may be "structural" and catalytic NADP in the enzyme. 61 The detailed crystal structure of G6PD has been solved. 62 As had been proposed on the basis of earlier biochemical studies, there are bound "structural" molecules of NADP and catalytic NADP molecules. As shown in Figure 7 , the mutations that cause the most severe disease phenotype, hereditary nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia, tend to occur in the regions of the subunit contacts near the tightly bound "structural" NADP.
What remains to be done?
Much has been learned about G6PD deficiency and its effects in the past 50 years, but as in every field of science there is still much to learn. Here I can only mention a few of the problems that I consider to be important now.
The development of simple means of testing new drugs in vitro to determine whether they will cause hemolysis in patients has eluded us. Simply incubating drugs with red cells is unreliable, at least in part because it is usually drug metabolites, not the original drug, that are hemolytic. Several different model systems have been proposed, but none have been extensively validated. 63 Perhaps the most attractive of these is the use of plasma from a normal subject ingesting the drug and determining whether it increases metabolism by way of the hexose monophosphate shunt. 64 Another area of importance is the most devastating result of G6PD deficiency: kernicterus. There has been a resurgence of severe neonatal jaundice and kernicterus in recent years, and G6PD deficiency is one of the causes. Should all newborns be screened? Is the human and the financial cost worth it? Should the screening be limited to ethnic groups who are known to have high gene frequencies, and if so, how will they be identified? Or would it be better simply to monitor bilirubin levels of newborns more closely, thus saving infants from the tragedy of kernicterus, regardless of cause?
Concluding thoughts
It is a rare privilege for a scientist to be able personally to follow a field for 50 years-from the clinical problems, through the initial glimmerings of understanding, to the development of a comprehensive picture including pathophysiology, biochemical, and then molecular genetics, population genetics, and fine structure of the molecule that is at the root of the whole problem. Many have contributed to this understanding, and although it is the nature of science to raise new questions as old ones are answered, G6PD deficiency has taught us a great deal in many disciplines. It has provoked us to alter our thinking in some as we strive to better understand nature.
